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Cooper Temple When writing scientific papers, an annotated bibliography is often required to provide a summary of your sources. You can create an annotated bibliography in Microsoft Word using free templates from the Microsoft Office template page. You can choose a pre-formatted
template in the right style, such as the Association of Modern Language (MLA). Go to the Templates web page for Microsoft Office. Enter the annotated bibliography in the search box and click the Search. There will be a list of available templates with annotated bibliography. Tap the Word
icon in the left glass to include patterns that are compatible with the Word. Click on the thumbnail for the template you want to use. Click Download. Click accept to agree to download terms and start downloading. An annotated bibliography template will automatically open in Word. Follow
the instructions for the template you downloaded to add resources to the annotated bibliography. Using a quote from a book in a basic template as an example, select and replace the text with the author's name and surname, as well as the title of the book. Highlight and replace relevant
information about the publication, such as location, publisher, and publication year. Replace the template annotation with a short paragraph, describing and evaluating the link in your own words. The abstract should be about 150 words long. As you probably picked up from previous entries
in a series of futures thinking, foresight works intensely based on information. If you're going to make reasonable predictions of future opportunities, you realize how what has brought us to the point we are at today, and what issues seem to be shaping up as new drivers. A few parts to evoke
some creative thoughts can help, too. As I suggested in Futures Thinking: Scanning the World, a lot of the reading you will be doing will be in the form of websites and magazines. This is not surprising; part of the services provided by visionary workers is sensitivity to early warnings of big
changes. It will be tempting to focus on science and technology, partly because there is usually a convergence between people interested in future work and people interested in new technological toys, and partly because the pace and patterns of change are easier to see in science and
technology than in many other fields. It is not necessarily more objective, but it is perceived as less ambiguous. Many futurists use a control approach to make sure they cover a fairly wide range of topics in terms of research and brainstorming during foresight exercises. The traditional
heuristic is STEP: Society, Technology, Economics and Politics. In the 1990s, it was expanded to STEEP: Society, Technology, Economy, environment and politics. It's not hard to find using my personal variations on this theme - for a while, I played with SCEPTIC: Society, Culture,
Environment, Politics, Technology, Infrastructure and Commerce. It's actually kind of funny to see which acronyms you can come up with that both make sense and tell a great story. (One of the top of my head: PLANET - Politics, right, art, nature, economics, technology.) But regardless of
your method, the goal is to make sure that you cover a fairly wide range of issues, not just those of narrow interest to your industry or personality. As useful as websites and magazines are, there is real value in books, too. You have to admit that the copyright date in the book is reflected
when it came out, not when it was written - suppose that the information in the book is at least a year older than the copyright date, and possibly two. The aim should therefore not be to treat books as a guide to best information, but as sources of useful interpretation and analysis. Books are
also useful for discussing practice - it's rather timeless - as well as inspiration (here, mostly fiction). Below is a short - and fairly incomplete - list of books that I found particularly interesting in my work. I would love to hear what other books you think I should check out. These two books are
good resources for understanding the methodologies of future work. Schwartz is one of the founders of the Global Business Network, and Johansen is a Distinguished Fellow at the Future Institute. (Disclosure: I worked with Peter, and am currently working with Bob.) Art Long View, Peter
Schwartz Get There Early, Bob Johansen HistoryForesight is a pre-emptive story. These three books offer very different perspectives on how to think about the past - which in turn help shape how we should think about the future. Polanyi is a classic theorist, looking at ideas and states; Sinn
is a populist, looking at the lives of ordinary people; Diamond is an ecologist looking at the intersection of culture and the environment. I ended up mixing these three approaches into my own work. The Great Transformation, Carl Polanyi Population Of The History of the United States,
Howard Sinn's Collapse, Jared Diamond AnalysisEasily the largest section of my personal library, I could make the list of analysis books ten times longer. The ones I chose here, however, offer me a set of compelling insights into how we live with the tools that we do. The ideal result from
reading a book in this category should be a moment of epiphany when you can see all kinds of references from book ideas to other books/ideas you have encountered. All these books gave me such a moment. Smart Mobs, Howard Reinhold Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jane
Jacobs Everyware, Adam Plan B, Lester Brown Radical Evolution, Joel Garro Brave New War, John Robb Robb The logo, Naomi Klein InspirationThe high compliment I can give a science fiction book is that it's believably surreal - it manages to feel relentless extrapolation from today, even
if it overwhelms with the unexpected consequences of that extrapolation. I've read each of these books several times and I still have a giddy sense of discovery every time. Accelerando, Charlie Stross Transmetropolitan Series, Warren Ellis and Darrick Roberts Holy Fire, Bruce Sterling Boer
Maker, Linda Nagata Rainbow End, Vernor Vinge Red Mars/Green Mars/Blue Mars Trilogy, Kim Stanley Robinson Few of these books are particularly recent, but it's not necessarily bad (although some of them may be out of print!) Part of what makes Smart Mobs, for example, still relevant,
although it came out in 2002 is Reinhold's astute sense of social, not just technological aspects of the mobile network. Of course, it doesn't talk about smartphones, but all he has to say is how relevant the iPhone is to the iPhone as it was with Motorola StarTac.Reading all these books won't
make you a futurist... but (at least) they will give you a little insight into how the futurist thinks. If you're writing essays in high school, college, or anywhere else, you know how important a bibliography can be. The bibliography is an integral part of your work. It shows the sources you quote
and avoids the terrible accusation of plagiarism. But citing sources can be mind-numbingly tedious, and it can be difficult to format quotes correctly. Fortunately, there are many internet resources that take guesswork out of the works cited by the page! Here are a few online tools and most of
them are free. We hope they will help you get your sources right and put together a bibliography no matter how complicated it is. The style of citation When you refer to sources in scientific work, this is usually done in one of several accepted patterns. It will usually be obvious what style it
will take for which project, but if it isn't, specify who your class is responding to. Dunn wrote a general article about what quotes are, how they work, and why you should use them. Here's a quick primer on the most common styles, where they come from, and how they differ from each other.
Examples of citations are for books, but the system for each of them works similarly to any source. The style of MLA is characterized by a bibliography called Works cited and in the text of the quote consisting of the author's surname and page number. The name comes from the style of
leadership of the Association of Contemporary Language, which is now widely used in the humanities. In the text of the quote: (The Creator's name and page number)Bibliography: The name of the Creator, Name. The name of the source in italics. Publisher Year of Publication. Apa Apa
comes from the American Psychological Association, and is mainly used for social sciences. One of the key differences from the MLA style is that APA follows the author-date format instead of the author-page format of MLA. In the text of the quote: (The Name of the Creator, The Year of
Publication, Page Number)Bibliography: The Name of the Creator is not in the initials, A.A. (Year of publication). The name of the source in italics. Location Publication, Publisher. Chicago style is more of a common style. It is also called CMS or Turabian. One of the biggest differences
between Chicago and the two previous styles in text quotes. Chicago allows writers to quote their work using footnotes rather than bracket quotes. Footnote: 1. The name of the Creator, Name, Source Name in italics (Publishing Place: Publisher, Year of Publication), Page Number
Reference.Bibliography: The Name of the Creator, Name. The name of the source in italics. Location: Publisher, Year of Publication. There are several citation styles aside from these big three, usually for very specific issues. For example, Harvard Links, ACS (American Chemical Society)
style, or Vancouver system. Different citation styles evolved because of different goals and different audiences. Some of the websites below will help generate quotes for popular citation styles, but you have to double-check their structure to make sure they are true. OttoBib We have written
about Ottobib before and it remains one of the most indispensable resources out there for students. If you want a free, easy-to-use service that easily quotes books for you without you having to enter a lot of information, then OttoBib is the site for you. All you need is an ISBN book that you
enter into a search bar. Once you choose the type of quote you want, OttoBib will give you back a complete quote that you can copy-paste in the bibliography. The remarkable simplicity of OttoBib is also the Achilles heel. It's for books and books only. While this is likely to be enough for
many users (scientific research is still relying heavily on the written word), it will undoubtedly be an obstacle for those who want to cite digital sources or even something like a journal article. The citation machine this site is also extremely easy to use. Citation Machine offers a simple, three-
step process for compiling your quote. It has more flexibility than OttoBib. This not only gives you templates for quoting a wide range of sources other than books and other scientific papers, but also allows you to cite specific chapters and even pages, controlling how much information you
want for each source on the bibliography. CM is free for those who don't use ad blockers, and it only allows one free citation for those who do. If you want to make an ad-free experience on the site, you have to pay for the pro Professional account options also give you the ability to download
your quotes directly to Microsoft Word, without advertising and a certain number of plagiarism checks at your work. Unfortunately, CM has its limitations. For example, it offers citation options for everything from podcasts to comics, but some don't generate relevant quotes. For example,
when trying to make a quote for a dictionary entry, I had to look for a specific entry. When I was looking for a word, it returned a list of books and documents with that title, not dictionary entries. If you want to use something a little easier, but otherwise almost identical, then try using BibMe.
This site only offers quotes in APA, MLA and Chicago styles, so it's more limited than CM, but it's still useful if you use any of these services. Both services are from Chegg, the site that is most associated with cheap textbooks but which also provides a bunch of student services, including
plagiarism checks. EasyBib EasyBib is another Chegg service and it works very similar to The CitationMachine and BibMe above. You enter your information and it returns the quote from the source. Unfortunately, EasyBib only offers APA links to Pro subscribers. This also extended to other
forms of citation as I tried to bring something into 3D-printed materials and systems out of curiosity and was sent to the Pro page. However, EasyBib is different from other services on the list. The tool has an add-on for Google Docs. that allows you to manage the quotes there. This replaces
the now defunct study. You're looking for your sources, and the add-on puts it directly into Doc, even adding a Work title given/links. CiteThisForMe Most of the above resources give you links to the sources you need and leave it on that. If you're trying to manage a very large bibliography,
then you need to track multiple sources, which can be difficult if you're just copying into another document. CiteThisForMe is more of a bibliography manager than a quoting maker. Once you refer to the source, it retains it in the bibliography, which includes photos preformated in the text of
the quote, and a full citation in the style of your choice. It has a layout very similar to microsoft Word, which is also an option if you want a fully annotated bibliography. You'll need a Pro account with CTFM before you can use some of the more advanced features such as saving the
bibliography in Microsoft Word. It's not cheap at $9.99 a month. It offers a number of great features without upgrading to a Pro however. This includes keeping your work for a certain period of time without billing at all. CiteFast True to its title, CiteFast offers fast and light in the style of MLA,
APA or CMS. It works very similar to Ottobib, with EasyBib customization options. In that respect, it's this very different from the above sites. It's not as limited as Ottobib, but it still may not be enough for anyone with a long or complex bibliography. However, CiteFast also offers a free
bibliographic-style front page of your choice. It may not sound like a big deal, but it does remove one thing from the to-do list when you're writing research work. Other resources Sometimes online sources will give pre-made quotes of their own. Wikipedia offers complete bibliographic
information on its pages, as well as quotes in several styles. Other parties may remind you how to quote and instruct you on how to do this. For example, CliffsNotes is one of the most popular and easy-to-use resources for students. The famous series of training guides makes it easier to
provide APA, MLA and CMS-style templates. Are there any tools that you use for simple quotes that we missed? What online resources do you use when you do research? Let us know in the comments below! Windows 10 will soon prod you use Microsoft Edge If you're a fan of Chrome or
Firefox, be prepared for some nagging from Windows 10. Related Topics of Internet Technology Education Writing Tips Study Tips On Author Rachel Kaser (56 Articles Published) More From Rachel Kaser Kaser annotated bibliography sample mla 8. sample annotated bibliography mla pdf.
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